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Welcome to The Forum*

—

The Wall Journal Forum is
beginning to shape up. Rudy
Hendriks~and Ed McNair’s articles in the last issue seem to
have ignited the spark that is
encouraging others to come
forth with ideas and opinions of
their own. We think you will
find some very interesting and
useful reading in this issue.
Unlike Caesar’s Forum, no
knives are allowed in The Wall
Journal Forum.
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With apologies to the opening address from “Rienzi to the Romans”

When beaufifying and
protecting soundwalL..

absorptive highway noise barriers are becoming specified
more and more. To significantly improve the appearance and
durability of these structures, more specifiers are relying on
Fosroc for:
Pigmented, VOC compliant acrylic stains to provide an
Sound

attractive, uniform color and water repellent protection.
Aesthetically pleasing - anti graffiti properties.
Specify Cementrate or Cementrate WB.

Graffiti resistant, pigmented coatings protect soundwalls from
vandalism.
Specify Graffltiguard 2.

Also a wide range of sealers/coatings available:

I EA-Sealer high solids, non-yellowing wet look acrylic sealer. Solvent
I

and VOC compliant. Also available in ‘low lustre” finish.
Exposed aggregate retarders create uniform etch reveals on
soundwall. Preco retarders are more economical, cleaner and less

Fosroc Inc.
Preco Precast Division

complicated than acid etching or sandblasting.

The Preco Precast Division offers enhanced technical support to all of our
customers. Free on-site seminars are also available on concrete coating
technology. Call or write today for more information on how we can help you
on your next soundwail project.
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150 carley Court
Georgetown, KY 40324
Tel 800-645-1258
Fax 502-863-4010
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of “Guide Specifications for Structural
You bet. Everybody’s getting into the
Design of Sound
act. The senators in the Forum are on
Barriers, 1989”. The
their feet and shouting out to be heard.
last time I got a
The brave are expounding their innercopy, it cost $8.00.
most beliefs and venting their pent-up
It is available from:
frustrations. The search for justice, truth
American Associaand morality has burst upon us, and the
tion of State Highway and Transportabrave senators will not be stifled nor
tion Officials, 444 North Capitol Street,
swayed by the naysayers among us,
N.W., Suite 225, Washington, D.C.
until the absolute truth is brought to the
What is really needed now are stanfore. Long live the technological and
dards for noise barrier materials and for
scientific revolution which will cleanse
materials testing. The article on page
our minds and hearts and give us more
10 of this issue goes to a certain
purchase on life. Let the games begin!
amount of dispute over durability testRudy Hendriks was the first brave
ing of sound absorptive materials. You
soul to step forward and sow the seeds
will hear more about that in future
of disputation. Now, others have come
issues.
to the Forum to be heard, and you will
You transportation noise abatement
hear them speak in these pages.
people are a select group among all of
You have all seen the Op/Ed pages in
the newspapers
Opinions and Edito- the environmentalists. As far as I know,
The Wall Journal is the only publication
rials. The Wall Journal is instituting the
entirely devoted to your interests, And,
Opinions and Comments pages with
this issue, which we have dubbed we have international readership.
There are readers in Canada, France,
Op/Corn pages. l hese will be identified
Hong Kong, Israel, Australia, Denmark,
by the following logo
Taiwan, Japan and Saudi Arabia.
The Wall Journal was started with
the
encouragement of Bob Armstrong
/ComJ
of
FHWA,
and pushed and shoved by
This logo will appear in the header of
Bill Bowlby, Soren Pedersen and Ken
each article of such nature, to indemnify the author from slanderous attack, Polcak, among others. This was purely
and instead encourage others to come designed to be your forum. I only get to
write this column.
forward with their own views and comI want to hear from more of you. It
ments so that we may all benefit from
gets
lonely in here. U
the interchange of ideas.

et tu Brutus?
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If you watch C-Span, you have some
feeling for this, although I trust that we
shall not descend to levels which are
often plumbed on the floors of the U.S.
Senate and House of Representatives.
I hope that many of you will join in
the discussions on matters of interest to
all of us. If you have no opinions to
offer, then send in questions you would
like the experts to answer, in order to
give you a better understanding of the
subject. I will open a “Question Box”
where we will publish your bothersome
questions and hope to get some knowledgable responses.
AASHTO have done a very good job
in bringing order to structural specifications for noise barriers. If you design
noise barriers, you should have a copy
The Wall Journal Mar/Apr1996 Issue No. 22

Coming Attractions
• A Report on the First Noise Barrier
on the Massachusetts Turnpike
• A Detailed Noise Barrier Status
Report by Florida DOT
• An Index of All Articles in the Wall
journal from Issue No. 1
• And More Op/Corn
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SoundTrap® approved for use by Japan Ministry of Construction
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Boone Bucher
Phone 512 327-8481, fax 512 327-5111
AUSTIN, Texas—SoundTrap®, a sound absorptive cementitious highway noise barrier product was approved by the
Japan Ministry of Construction on Feb. 14, 1996 to be
imported for use by the Public Works and commercial enterprise. SoundTrap is licensed by the patented technology provided by Concrete Solutions, Inc., Austin, Texas.
“It is the first construction sound insulative material to be
approved for importation into Japan from the United States
for use by the Public Works” said Naoki Akiyama,
president of Concrete Solutions Japan (CSJ). Akiyama is on
the International Advisory Board of Concrete Solutions, Inc.
(CSI).
“CSI supplies a science to the highway noise abatement
problem with their advanced technology. The SoundTrap
product offers not only a more advanced and durable material, but a unique composition that creates the super-inductive
intercellular structure. This structure serves to deaden the
soundwaves impacting the face of the barrier, thereby eliminating the noise, rather than merely reflecting it. This is very
important in Japan, as most transportation corridors are narrow, heavily traveled and have residences and businesses on

both sides”, said Akiyama.
Boone Bucher, President of CSI said, “The unique aspect
ofourtechnology isthatour material excels in absorbingthe
sound waves created by truck and auto tire noise. The frequency of the tire noise falls between the 500 Hz and 1000
Hz range and the SoundTrap super-inductive open cells provide the highest absorption rating possible within this range,
serving to eliminate this type of sound energy impacting the
barrier material. We are very pleased with the acceptance of
our product by Japan and view this as an important step in
our continuing effort to develop the expansion of the markets for SoundTrap, both internationally and in the United
States”.
This sound absorbing material is recognized as the leader
in the noise absorptive barrier market in the U.S. and was the
first all-weather U.S. patented noise absorptive cement
based product approved. This material is integrated into millions of square feet of highway barriers to provide a common
sense solution to noise abatement.
CSI licenses qualified manufacturers within the United
States and throughout the world to manufacture SoundTrap
using patented manufacturing technology which provides a
very durable, freeze-thaw resistant, aesthetically versatile
and highly effective sound absorptive material. U

SOU\UT~AP

SOUND ABSORPTIVE BARRIER:
The Common Sense Solution to Noise
Abatement Outside and Inside
—

v’ Excellent Acoustical Performance: NRC up to 1.0 &
STC 40.
/ Cost competitive with reflectiveproducts.
v~Extremely light-weight (32 lbs. per cu. ft.). Excellent
for bridges, tall walls, and retro-fit panels.
v’ Easily integrated into most wall and barrier designs.
v’ Excellent 4fe-cycle performance
durable/washable/graffitiresistant/9flame Ø~smoke.
—

S 0 U ~D T fl~~
I lospitals
Facilities
Dormitories
Auditoriums
Restaurants
Concert Halls
Athletic Facilities
Airport Terminals
4

ACOUSTICAL APPLICATIONS
Noise Barriers
Convention Centers
Museums & Libraries
Correctional Facilities
Industrial Applications
Power Generation Facilities
All Transportation Systems

For more information and licensing opportunities, contact:
CSI, 3300 Bee Cave Rd., Ste. 650, Austin, TX 78746
Pb: 512-327-8481 Fax: 512-327-5111
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LE1TER FROM A
LONG-TIME Gooo FRIEND

Attention: Marian the Librarian
Your boss is going to want to know about
the availability of back issues of The Wall
Journal, and all the good and useful information they Contain. Make a hero of you rself by getting him a complete set while
they last. Your boss will appreciate your
thoughtfulness on his behalf. Full details
may be found on page 26.

January 26, 1996
El Angove
Editor
Dear El:
Your Issue 20 just came across my desk,
and since 2Oths are on our mind up this
way (CIA’s 20th year of operations
commenced on September 1, 1 995),we
had a party January 18th at the MIT
Faculty Club, to which you and Bill
Pickett would have been more than
welcomed. I’m sure you know most of
the consulting crowd and clients who

came.

Choose from April or October week-long sessions at the University of Louisville’s
Shelby Campus, featuring state-of-the-art computers and economical campus
housing.
~
Benefit from the expertise of Drs. Lou Cohn and Al Harris, leading professionals
who have trained over 500 highway noise specialists, including representatives
from over 30 state highway departments.
~
Learn from the latest developments in noise analysis, barrier design, and noise
prediction software through curriculum designed to Suit both beginning and
experienced students.
~
Use and receive NOISE, the powerful, menu-driven software package with
analysis capabilities not found in any other package. Over 40 states are
currently using this software that features:
enhanced FHWA STAMINA 2.0 with proven accuracy and the ability to
generate Leq contours;
enhanced FHWA OPTIMA, a menu-driven program
that eliminates the need for awkward E/C
analysis, shows results immediately on a split
Excellent coursef
screen, and maintains user cost data;
can’twait to use what
AutoBar and CHINA, fully automated barrier
design programs;
save me a lot of time.”
~— REBAR, the most accurate parallel barrier
C,a~gHunSey,
analysis program available;
GSSYste~~J~
i~ HICNOM—for construction noise prediction;
Associates
* LOS, which calculates line-of-sight break points for
all barrier segments;
* PLUS fully operational MicroStation and AutoCAD interface programs to
create/edit STAMINA input files from roadway design files or to digitize
from plan sheets (provided to participants at no additional costs)

We’ll just have to have a special celebration when you are up here next.
Best to all in Florida Land,
Bill Cavanaugh
Cavanaugh Tocci Associates, Inc.
Sudbury, MA
Congratulations Bill and Greg. It’s hard
to believe that 20 years have passed
since you hung out your shingle. Also,
at about that time, you were instrumental in encouraging Bill Pickett and me
to hang out the Fanwall shingle. Good
times revisited.
Best Regards
El

*.

~

~‘-

—

~

BONUS!

ALL software will be mailed immediately upon receipt of your paid registration.
Fee: $895 includes comprehensive course manual and ALL software (with full technical
support).

Next sessions: October 14—18, 1996
For registration information,
call Mary Baechle at 502/852—6590.
For technical information, call
Drs. Cohn or Harris at 502/852—6276
The Wall Journal Mar/Apr 1996 Issue No. 22
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to the Editor

Letter

The guy that said “Build a better mousetrap, etc.” was
a darned liar. It is going to take a lot of selling on my
part for my product to be successful. I really appreciate your giving me a boost.

Mr. El Angove
Editor
The Wall Journal
P.O.Box No. 1389
Lehigh Acres, FL 33970-1389

Regards,
Dear El:
Again, I wish to express my appreciation, this time for
printing the press release on my wall patent (Issue
No. 21). Including the photographs was great!
I also want to thank you for a unique compliment. No
one has ever before said that my opinions were
“short”.
I thought Rudy Hendricks’ opinion article was very
good, and, since I am selling lower cost with my
design, it was serendipitous. I will be very happy to
answer any criticism of my article; in The Wall Journal if I am right, privately if I am wrong.
a,,.-

,a-rr —

SW

SWS~~

1~WWSflSW! WW.

Ed McNair
Morristown, NJ
Editor’s Note: Thanks for your letter, but it is our policy to
publish any news of new products or services for the benefit of our readers. Also, it is policy to publish opinions submitted by our readers and also to publish responses to those
opinions. I consider The Wall Journal to be a forum for the
exchange of ideas which further the state of the art. Your
contributions, and those of others, will always find a home
on these pages. Good luck with your invention.
El
—

55W

PLYWALL Post and Panel

Permanent Engineered Wood Barrier Systems

•
•
•
•
PLW/ALL can be mounted ontraffic barriers andbridges.
These 4>~1O”postswere insertedinto cast.in-place sockets
which extendeddeaninto the footing of This traffic barrier.

Prefabricated
Easy to histall
5.5 PSF/STC-38
Attractive and
Maintenance Free
• Leakproof
• Shipped Nationwide
• Relocatable
itlow Using Parallam® I’SL
ffngineered Wood Posts
!~orI-ie:gh~s
to 25 Feet

This bottlingplant had reosived noisecomplaints f,vm
nearbyhomes. The complaints stopped after installalion ofthis 15-foothigh PLWVALL barter

6

Color Catalog Available
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Thousands ofsquarefeet of ready-to-installpanets can
beshippedeconomicallyby truck anywhere in the u.s.
Panetsare loaded with alarge torituft equippedwith 8foot tong forks. Allposts, panels, cant~spikes and
freight charges are included in The selling price.

For Information Contact Glenn Wilson

1 -800-TEC-WOOD
Ext. 210 or Fax 706/595-1326

~HDDVER
m~an~ooPE~ODUCTS,i~
P.O. Box 746 Thomson, GA 30824
-

I TRB

COMMITTEE

Al F04

ON TRANSPORTATION RELATED NOISE AND VIBRATION

[BY Gregg G. Fleming, Chairman
In recent weeks
several commit-

tee

members

have queried me
with regards to

Al F04 activity

______

—

at the 1996 Winter Meeting. As
most of you
know,
many
individuals
could not attend

the meeting due to the weather, including
myself. However, thanks to Bill Bowlby’s
diligent note taking, I was able to put
together a set of minutes from the Al F04
full committee meeting (thanks Bill!). Highlights of the meeting are as follows:

Committee Al F04 Annual Meeting
January 9, 1996 jefferson West Room
Washington Hilton Hotel
1. Domenick Billera called meeting to order
at 9:15 am.

7. Subcommittee Meetings: None of the
chairs were present for highway, air or
guided-transit meetings, but D. Billera ran
all three with light attendance. The biggest
agenda item was research needs, discussed
below.

in the area.

8. Research Needs: Statements are due by
end of January, and there will be a follow-

18. Parviz A. Koushki of Kuwait called for
more international interaction and focus on
land-use compatibility, perhaps through
ASCE. Wayson noted that he chaired the
ASCE UTP environmental committee and
would be willing to be a liaison to this committee for some of their international interests.

up conference November 14-16 in Washington D.C. Noise has fared well relative
to other environment areas in getting previously identified needs funded, but face
stiff competition due in part to previous success. D. Billera circulated copies of the

Ken Cook) made some announcements:
• jan 12-16, 1997 is the next
annual meeting date.
• TRB is exploring options to deal
with continually growing attendance, in taking a firm August 1
deadline for papers (D. Billera
expressed opposition to this idea).
• Jon presented a certificate of
appreciation to outgoing chairman
D. Billera.
4. Meeting minutes were not available as
Secretary Win Lindeman could not attend.

9. D. Billera announced a subsequent
research topic
for the Cooperative

group at Noise Control Engineering.

end of the month.

20. Presentations: Thomas Oderbrant of
DNV-I ngemansson presented information

10. UlfSandberg raised issue of whether the
committee should widen scope to address
vehicle/tire design for noise control.

on Swedish rail noise standards which focus
on LAeq24h LAsmx and percent-annoyed

11. D. Billera felt that the committee should

his firm. Copies of Mr. Oderbrant transparencies are available from him.

broaden itself in that direction. He noted
that we should not limit ourselves to identifying research that we would only expect
state DOTs to fund.

noise descriptors. He also described several noise assessments of rail lines done by

21. 1995 Best Papers Awards went to Panos
D. Prevodorous and C.S, Papcosta for
“Analysis of Rural Community Perceptions

12. Gary Billiard noted that the ASTM F-9
committee looks at tire noise (he serves on
the ASTM E-17 subcommittee, which deals
with other noise issues).

of Helicopter Noise”.

13. Ulf Sandberg asserted that noise control
regulations were essential to get European
tire manufacturers to deal with the issue. He
also noted that transverse grooving, a com-

23. D. Billera announced that the Summer
Meeting for 1996 will be on July 21-24,

mon US noise problem,

22. The Awards Dinner was reschedu!ed
for the Anna Maria restaurant.

1996, in the Chicago area. Mike Bruns of
Illinois DOT is the organizer.

has been dealt

14. HNTB felt that tire design was beyond
scope of our work, but we can, and do
focus on pavement design. He noted that
porous pavement designs used in Europe
wouldn’t be embraced in much of the U.S.

24. D. Billera noted that the Al F04
Newsletter will be mailed, March or April,
probably by Gregg Fleming.
25. The Wall Journal’s editor El Angove has
requested articles and information for publication. D. Billera urged all of us to support

because of environmental conditions.

the Wall Journal.

HNTB is doing work for Wisconsin DOT
identifying those pavements, and their tonal
characteristics which tend to cause
increased annoyance. They have found
conflicting results in the literature.

26. D. Billera announced a Vehicle Infrastructure Interaction Conference to be held

15. D. Billera concluded the discussion,

27. The meeting adjourned at 11:45 am. ~

noting a difference in philosophies
6. D. Billera reported that the Summer
Meeting of 1995 was hosted by Acentech &
Volpe, and included excellent papers, technical briefs & social activities.

19. D. Billera presented a report from Ron
Moulder, our liaison to the coordinating

Research Program. Topics are due at the

with over a decade ago in Europe.
5. Membership:
• D.Billera announced that the new
Chairman will be Gregg Fleming of
the USDOT, Volpe National Transportation System Center.
• Committee membership is up for
renewal; D. Billera expects
G. Fleming to review the membership. ~
~ncebeenostoneduntiI
of 1997.
• D. Billera felt G. Fleming would welcome any suggestion on membership
or future direction.

research and standards activities.

research needs, statement form.

2. Attendees introduced themselves.
3. Jon Williams (new TRB liaison replacing

17. Bill Bowlby called for stronger liaison
with SAE, ASTM, ISO & ANSI in part
because we need to be educated in their

Europe (“prevention”)

versus the

in
U.S.

(“cure”).
1 6. Roger Wayson noted SAE’s active work
The Wall Journal Mar/Apr 1996 Issue No. 22

on June 2-7, 1996 in San Diego, CA, sponsored by the Engineering Foundation.

(Gregg Fleming may be reached by phone
at Volpe National Transportation Systems
Center in Cambridge, MA ~ 617 494-2876
or fax 617 494-2497).
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FHWA Traffic Noise Model, Version 1

0

—

REMEL Data Base

By: Cynthia S.Y. Lee and Gregg G. Fleming (Volpe Center), Robert E. Armstrong and Steven A. Ronning (FHWA),
and Grant S. Anderson (HMMH Inc.)
This article presents a synopsis of a
presentation originally scheduled for
the morning session of the Al F04 Highway Noise Subcommittee at this year’s
TRB Annual Meeting in Washington,

D.C., but cancelled due to extreme
weather conditions. It focuses primarily
on the development of the emission
level Data Base of the Federal Highway
Administration’s Traffic Noise Model
(FHWA TNM®).
The FHWA TNM is an entirely new,
Windows-based, computer program
which uses state-of-the-art acoustic
algorithms to predict noise impacts in
the vicinity of highways. A primary
building block for TNM around which
the acoustic algorithms are structured is
its Reference Energy Mean Emission
Level (REMEL) Data Base. The REMEL
Data Base was developed by the U.S.
Department of Transportation, John A.
Volpe National Transportation Systems
Center (Volpe Center), Acoustics Facility, in support of the FHWA, Office of
Environment and Planning and Office
of Engineering and Highway Operations Research and Development, and
a 25-State National Pooled-Fund Study,
titled: “Highway Noise Model Data
Base Development.”
The REMEL Data Base contains over
6000 individual pass-by events (almost
three times more than those collected
in the development of the FHWA’s current highway noise prediction model,
STAMINA). These events include constant-flow REMEL data, interruptedflow REMEL data, and subsource-height
data measured in 9 states across the
country.
Specifically, constant-flow measurements were performed by the Volpe
Center, with the assistance of the Maryland State Highway Administration
(MSHA), at 40 sites in California, Con-

necticut, Florida, Kentucky, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New jersey, Michigan,
and Tennessee. Interrupted-flow measurements were performed by the
Volpe Center, with the assistance of
MSHA, Vanderbilt University, the University of Central Florida, and Ohio
University, at 5 sites in Florida, Ken8

tucky, and Tennessee. Lastly, one-third
octave-band subsource-height measurements were performed by Florida
Atlantic University under the direction
of FHWA, Florida DOT, and the Volpe
Center.
The constant-flow data helped correct many of the limitations of STAMINA, such as limited speed ranges,
vehicle types, and the inability to
account for vehicles on grade. The
interrupted flow data allowed for the
modeling of traffic at various trafficcontrol devices, such as toll booths,
traffic lights, and highway ramps, by
allowing us to develop a relationship
between interrupted-flow data and the
corresponding constant-flow data.
Lastly, the subsource-height data
allowed for a percent-energy apportioning of the constant-flow levels to
fractional noise-levels representative of
typical vehicle noise subsources, that
is, engine/exhaust noise and tire/pavement noIse.
The REMEL data and related subsource-height data were used to
develop the regression equations of
sound level versus speed versus frequency
versus
subsource-height
required for TNM. The general form of
the regression equations differ from
STAMINA in that they contain not only

a “tire/pavement noise” component that
increases with vehicle speed (similar to
STAMINA), but also an “engine/exhaust
noise” component that is independent
of vehicle speed. Baseline regression
equations were developed for automobiles (A), medium trucks (MT), heavy
trucks (HT), buses (B), and motorcycles
(MC). The resultant curves are presented in Figure 1. Baseline conditions
refer to dense-graded asphaltic concrete (DGAC) and Portland cement

concrete (PCC) pavements combined,
level-graded roadways, and constantflow traffic.
To account for specific pavement
types, grade conditions, and interrupted-flow traffic, similar regression
equations were developed by applying
adjustments to the “tire/pavement
noise”
component
and/or
the
“engine/exhaust noise” component of
the above baseline regression curves.
For example, Figure 2 shows the
baseline curve for heavy trucks, along
with the associated curve for heavy
trucks on grade, as well as heavy trucks
subject to interrupted-flow conditions.
As can be seen, the engine/exhaust portion of the curve was adjusted upward
to account for the increased throttle
associated with grade/interrupted-flow
operations of heavy trucks.
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Figure 1. Emission Level Comparison
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The general REMEL equation,
expressed as a function of vehicle
speed (mph) and frequency (Hz), is
defined as follows:
LE(s,f)=l 05log~~l
0(C+~~Ec)/10+
(sA/lo)(1 O(B+~~Eb)/to)l

-(K1 +K2*s)+Dl +D2*s~t(E1+E2*s)logiof
+(F1 +F2*s)(Iogiof)2 + (Gl +G2*s)(logiof)3
+(Hl +H2*s)(Log1of)4+ (Il +I2*s)(log1pf)S
+ (Jl +j2*s)(logiof)o
where:
A is the slope of the tire/pavementnoise portion of the regression
curve;
B+AEb is the height of the tire/pave
ment-noise portion of the regression curve;
C+AEc is the height of the
engine/exhaust-noise portion of
the regression curve;
Dl through J2 are for the sixth-order
polynomial fit through the onethird octave-band spectral data as
a function of speed; and
Kl and K2 calibrate the A-levels
resulting from the sixth-order
polynomial fit, such that they are
essentially equal to the A-levels
from the A-level REMEL equations
expressed independent of
frequency, i.e., LE(s)
instead of LE(s,f).
Finally, to apportion REMELs to fractional noise levels representative of the
“tire/pavement” and “engine/exhaust”
subsources, one-third octave-band subsource-height
adjustments
were

applied to all regression equations.
The general subsource-height-ratio
equation, expressed as a function of
frequency, is defined as follows:
Subsource-height-ratio (f) =
L + [1 -L-MJ [1 +eI(Nlogf)+P]]Q
where:
L is the subsource-height ratio at low
frequencies;
l-M is the subsource-height ratio at
high frequencies; and
N, P, and Q control the exponential
transition which occurs at
the mid-frequencies.
In total, the regression equations
developed are as follows:
• 10 subsource, one-third octaveband, average-pavement (data from
both DGAC and PCC combined)
regressions for constant-flow vehicles
on level grade;
• 24 subsource, one-third octaveband, specific-pavement (representing
data from three pavement types:
DGAC, PCC, and open-graded
asphaltic concrete (OGAC)) regressions
for constant-flow vehicles on level

one-third octave-band frequency, pavement type, roadway grade condition,
traffic-flow condition, and vehicle subsource height. The coefficients have
been integrated into the Data Base of
TNM and are used for computing
sound levels in the vicinity of a roadway, and for designing noise barriers. It
is important to note that this relatively
complex matrix will be transparent to
the TNM user.
The measurements, analysis and
results are documented in more detail
in the Volpe Center Final Report,
“Development of the Reference Energy
Mean Emission Level Data Base for the
FHWA Traffic Noise Model (FHWA
TNM), Version 1 .0.” For individuals
interested in receiving a copy of the
report contact Cynthia Lee at (61 7)
494-2372, e-mail: lee@volpe2.dot.gov.
Note: Members of the TRB Al F04
Highway Noise Subcommittee will
automatically receive a copy. a

grade;
• 2 subsource, one-third octaveband, grade/interrupted-flow adjustment regressions (heavy trucks); and
• 8 subsource, one-third octaveband, adjustment regressions for interrupted-flow vehicles (autos, medium
trucks, buses, and motorcycles).
These regressions exist in TNM as a
matrix of coefficients expressed as a
function of vehicle type, vehicle speed,
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On the durability of concrete noise barrier products
By Soren Pedersen
Every product
that is installed
along highways
is required to
meet
certain
expectations for
safety performance
and
durability.
Noise barriers
are no exception to these
requirements. With respect to safety
and performance, the requirements and
evaluation of noise barriers are specific, and are usually described in great
detail by structural design codes and
environmental regulations. However,
when it comes to durability, the individual specifying agencies are usually
left to develop their own evaluation
procedures. Defining an appropriate
test method that predicts long-term performance under actual field conditions
is the challenging task, particularly for
cement based products.
In an effort to resolve these concerns, I would like to share the experience of the Ministry of Transportation,
Ontario (MTO) in developing their
evaluation procedures.
Before MTO could start their noise
barrier program in 1972, specifications
had to be developed which were to
include a method of measuring durability. At that time, MTO was using a procedure similar to the current ASTM
C672 (Standard Test Method for Scaling Resistance of Concrete Surfaces
Exposed to Deicing Chemicals) with
slight modifications. It was used on all
concrete products, both precast and
cast-in-place to evaluate the effects of
air content, cement factor, slump,
water-to-cement ratio, surface treatment, curing and other variables on
concrete’s resistance to salt scaling and
rapid freezing and thawing. The MTO
modifications mentioned include the
use of a 3% sodium chloride solution
and a quantitative method of measuring deterioration during the test period.
The MTO acceptance criteria require
that, after 50 freeze/thaw cycles, the
loss of mass from the surface of any
sample shall not exceed 0.8 kg per m2
and that the samples shall exhibit no
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deterioration in the form of cracks,
spalls, delamination, aggregate disintegration or other objectionable feature.
From years of experience, the ASTM
C672 (modified) method proved to be a
very reliable indicator of how concrete
slabs and other similar structures survived long term exposure to very severe
and harsh environments, including
freezing and thawing, deicing chemicals, wetting and drying. However, very
little experience was available on its
reliability for evaluating freestanding,
vertical structures such as concrete
light poles and noise barriers. Although
other methods were considered, MTO
decided to use ASTM C672 (modified)
as the primary durability test for concrete noise barriers.
An alternate test method available
was ASTM C666 (Standard Test
Method for Resistance of Concrete to
Rapid Freezing and Thawing). This test
determines the resistance of concrete
specimens to rapidly repeated cycles of
freezing and thawing in the laboratory
by two different procedures: A-Rapid
Freezing and Thawing in Water, and BRapid Freezing in Air and Thawing in

have been subjected to various quality
assurance testing, including ASTM
C672 (modified). In addition, a large
number of these samples were also
subjected to ASTM C666 testing for
comparison purposes. From the time of
construction, each installation has
been monitored on a regular basis for
any signs of deterioration. When all of
this data was examined, the evidence
was quite clear that:
• The ASTM C672 (modified) test
provided consistent results which
directly correlated with actual field performance and proved to be a remarkably accurate predictor of service life.
• The ASTM C666 test does not
predict performance in the field. In fact,
all the products that failed in the field
had passed the ASTM C666 test
method.
A key point commonly missed is
that both standards clearly state that no
relationship has been established
between the results obtained from
specimens cut from hardened concrete
and specimens prepared in the laboratory. Therefore, to obtain valid results,
the specimens used should be cut from
Water.
a finished production run product as
This method was rejected as an
opposed to small handmade blocks
appropriate test for noise barriers, on
that are made specifically for the test.
the basis that, by its own admission. the
By insisting on this, the test results can
standard states that “Neither procedure
also be used to evaluate in-plant qual(A or B) is intended to provide a quan- ity control and production operations.
titative measure of the length of service
As a result of these findings, the
that may be expected from (any) type of ASTM C672 (modified) test method
concrete”. In addition, only distilled
was officially adopted by the Ontario
water is used during the test procedure.
Ministry of Transportation in the late
This does not represent common field
80’s as the primary test method for
conditions in northern or coastal
determining the durability of all cement
regions where these products are con- based noise barrier products whether
stantly subjected to salt laden moisture.
they are precast, dry cast, cast-in-place
More recently, a number of other
or porous. This method has also been
concerns related to ASTM C666 test
recently adopted by the Canadian Stanprocedures have been documented by
dard Association as the nationally
the Strategic Highway Research Pro- accepted standard method of testing
gram, in a 1994 report (SHRP-C-391)
cement based noise barrier products. a
identifying problems with the design of
(For further information, contact:
the apparatus used for the test as well
Soren Pedersen
as the inadvertent drying of the samples
Surveys and Design Office
during the air freezing cycle.
MTO, 2nd Floor, 2NO43
Since the first noise barrier installa301 St Paul St.
tion in 1972, MTO has Installed nearly
St. Catharine”s. ONT L2R 7R4
Canada
60 km of cement based noise barriers.
Phone: 905 704-2291
Samples of actual panels and posts
Fax: 905 704-2050)
have been taken from every project and
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To Absorb or not to Absorb

—

How much does absorption cost?

A Response by Gary Figallo
In a previous
issue of the Wall
Journal, the editor invited opinions from the
readers on the
merits of sound
absorptive barriers. In the Wall
Journal Issue 21,
a distinguished member of the transportation noise community authored
the article entitled “To Absorb or Not To
Absorb, that is the question.” The article explained the science of highway
noise propagation and quantified the
benefits of sound absorptive barriers
versus reflective barriers. It was proposed that given equal durability, aesthetics, and structural integrity, that the
primary obstacle to the use of sound
absorptive barriers is price.
There are basically four questions to
address. They are: (1) How much do
sound absorptive barriers of the same
durability, and architectural quality as
reflective barriers cost? (2) How do
states get absorptive walls at competitive prices? (3) What is the cost of retrofitting walls? and (4) What are the performance improvements obtained from
absorptive sound barriers and are they
cost effective?
1) How much do sound absorptive
barriers of the same durability, and
architectural quality as reflective barriers cost?
Prices for absorptive walls vary with
market conditions, just as prices vary in
all markets for all types of products.
The fact is, however, that absorptive
systems have been supplied for unit
prices less than the cost of reflective
walls in California. The cost of reflective walls in California was reported as
$1,000,000 per mile using an average
wall height of 13 feet. The average
price, therefore, is $14.57 per square
foot.
The Virginia Department of Transportation, with the longest running
absorptive barrier construction program, uses an average unit price of
$16.00 per square foot for walls. In-
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place prices for absorptive walls have
been less than $12.00 per square foot
on some projects. Prices for absorptive
walls recently bid in Wisconsin are
$14.00, $12.00, and $14.50 per square
foot.
On several projects, absorptive walls
have been substituted for reflective.
Competition among suppliers has
spawned new materials, suppliers and
improved wall designs. On the other
hand, New Jersey estimates that
absorptive surfaces on their concrete
walls add $3.00 to $4.00 per square
foot. Another survey indicated that
absorptive treatments add 1 5 to 20% to
the cost. Therefore, the cost of absorptive versus reflective systems varies
from state to state.
2) How do states get absorptive
walls at competitive prices?
Here are some ways that have been
used to purchase absorptive materials.
1 ) Pre-approve suppliers and manufacturers and specify that all sound
barriers must be absorptive and
must meet established criteria for
approval.
2) Allow suppliers to design walls
using the features and benefits of
their systems to lower cost, such
as variable post spacing.
3) Create a level playing field by
defining geotechnical parameters,
safety factors, and wind pressures
for each project for all suppliers to
use in design.
4) Allow contractors to select the
most cost effective wall system by
creating specifications that allow
the direct substitution of preapproved absorptive systems for
reflective systems.
5) Purchase materials directly from
suppliers to obtain quantity dis
counts or to obtain architecturally
compatible materials for large
projects.
6) Create a large and consistent
market to encourage research and
development and capital investment in absorptive material
manufacturing.
7) Establish the value of improved
The Wall Journal Mar/Apr 1996 Issue No. 22

performance to your community
and allow communities to pay for
the improved performance
through adjustments in
marginal property tax rates.
There exist today, manufacturers of
sound absorptive systems that can supply every region of the country with
approvable systems. Once established,
an approval procedure should be fairly
and consistently applied. A list of
approved manufacturers can be maintained for each state or region.
3) What is the cost of retro-fitting
walls with absorptive cladding materials?
Retro-fitting walls with an absorptive
cladding has been done where persistent citizen complaints demanded
action. The FHWA reported that
cladding a wall in Wisconsin cost
$8.15 per square foot in place.
Cladding may be installed in selected
areas to correct acoustical deficiencies
of reflective sound barriers.
Retro-fit costs will vary with site conditions, such as maintenance of traffic,
wall height, condition of existing wall,
and ease of access for construction.
Certainly a range of costs from $6.00 to
$10.00 per square foot could be anticipated. There is no doubt that constructing absorptive walls in the first place is
less costly than building reflective walls
and applying cladding later. Absorption
also reduces the probability of adverse
community reaction and poor public
relations regarding sound wall programs.
4) What are the performance
improvements from absorptive sound
barriers and are they cost effective7
Since the community inevitably
determines the acceptable level of performance, consider the incremental
cost of absorptive materials versus the
cost of failure.
Absorptive materials are typically
considered where parallel wall situations exist. The benefits of absorption
are documented and recommendations
have been promulgated by the Federal
Highway Administration for use. In
these considerations, we often are
reminded that people cannot distin-

guish the difference between two
Miller Miller and Hanson) demonstrated significant variations in sound
sounds that are less than 3 dB apart. But
levels at frequencies between 200 Hz
when the metric being considered is [eq
and 3000 Hz due to the effect of sound
(time averaged noise level in dBA,) 3
dB is the equivalent of a doubling of
barriers on reflective geometries. In one
traffic count. Do you really think peo- situation, sound barrier induced ground
ple can’t tell the difference in noise lev- effects were predicted to produce insertion loss variations of +25 dB at 250
els when traffic count doubles?
Several single wall situations have
Hz, -20 dB at 2500 Hz, yet only one
created acoustical conditions that gen- cIBA difference in overall insertion loss.
Therefore, although [eq dBA may not
erated intense and non-transient community reaction far out of proportion to
be measurably affected, the change in
a non discernible 3dB impact. Some
the quality of the noise may be dranoise from the highway reaches the
matic and apparently very annoying,
just the same. A fully sound absorptive
home owner via a direct path and a
ground reflected path. Sound waves
wall will eliminate this virtual source
and preclude the possibility that
can arrive in phase (hot spot) or out of
phase (cold spot). When a sound wall is
ground effects will transform certain
erected a mirror image source is cre- receiver locations into hot spots.
ated and energy is propagated over an
So, using absorption in the first place
additional set of direct and ground
will reduce unit costs, the probability of
reflected paths.
negative community reaction, screaming headlines regarding upset homeThe LaGuardia Airport GroundNoise Abatement Study (by Harris
owners, inappropriate use of taxpayer

dollars, and sound walls that don’t
work while (literally and figuratively)
improving the state of sound wall art.
Indeed, the question is “Why build a
sound barrier ~yJthoutabsorption?” U
The author is product manager for Transportation Noise Control Products including
5t
NoiShieid , SoundcoreTM, and Soundcore
Plus for Industrial Acoustics Company (see
advertisement below), and may be reached
by phone 718 430-4515, 4530 fax,
http://www.industrialacoustics.com, and
was formerly General Manager of The Fanwall Corporation, and Sound Barrier Product Manager for The Reinforced Earth Company.
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FHWA Traffic Noise Model, Version 1.0:
Introduction to its Capabilities and Screen Components
By Grant S. Anderson, Christopher W. Menge, Christopher F. Rossano (HMMH Inc.);
Robert E. Armstrong and Steven A. Ronning (FHWA); and Gregg G. Fleming and Cynthia S. Y. Lee (Volpe Center)
This article summarizes the FHWA
Traffic Noise Model (FHWA TNM E9,
Version 1) and shows several of its typical screens and printouts. An active
demonstration of TNM was planned for
last January’s TRB meeting in Wash ington, which was canceled by snow. That
TNM demonstration will be given at this
summer’s meeting of TRB Committee
AIFO4 in Chicago.
TNM computes highway traffic noise
at nearby receivers and aids in the
design of roadway noise barriers. It is an
entirely new, Windows-based computer
program that uses state-of-the-art ernission levels and acoustical algorithms to
compute noise levels along highways.
The emission-level database was
developed by the Volpe Center’s
Acoustics Facility, with help from many
others throughout the country, including
initial analysis design plus review by
Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc., Vanderbilt University, and the University of
Central Florida. The acoustical algorithrns were developed by Harris Miller
Miller & Hanson Inc. and tested jointly
by the Volpe Center, the FHWA, and
several state transportation agencies.
Input. Within Windows, TNM allows
digitized input using a generic Windows
digitizer driver, plus the import of DXF
files from CAD programs and input files
from Stamina 2.0. To aid during input,
TNM shows and plots the following
graphical views:

Plan View: USERGUIE):4

Skew Section: USERGUID:4

0

0
0

0
0

Fig. 2 Typical Skew Section

Perspective View: USERGUID:4

• plans
U skew sections
U perspectives
U roadway profiles, which help during input of roadway Z coordinates.
These input graphics are dynamically
linked to input spreadsheets, where noncoordinate input is entered and digitized
input may be modified. Figures 1
through 3 show typical graphical views,
while Figure 4 shows a portion of the
noise-barrier input spreadsheet.

I

Fig. 3 Typical Perspective
14
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Barrier Input : USEr1GUID:5
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4 New
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1
/

1
1
1
1

~0el&o
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C

General

Fig. 4 Portion of Input Spreadsheet
Vehicle noise emissions. As sources of
noise, TNM includes 1994-1995 noise
emissions for the following cruise-throttle vehicle types:
U automobiles
U medium trucks
U heavy trucks
U buses
U motorcycles.
Noise emissions consist of A-weighted
sound levels, one-third-octave-band
spectra, and subsource-height strengths
for three pavement types:
a dense-graded asphaltic concrete

emissions for vehicles on upgrades and
vehicles accelerating away from trafficcontrol devices:
U stop signs
U toll booths
U traffic signals
U on ramp startpoints.
TNM combines these noise emissions
with its internal speed computations to
account for the full effect (noise emissions plus speed) of roadway grades and
traffic-control devices.
TNM also allows user-defined vehicles. For each, the user must enter three
measured parameters for A-level emissions as a function of speed (cruise throttle, average pavement). A companion
article in this issue of the Wall journal
provides further detail about TNM noise

(DGAC)
U Portland cement concrete (PCC)
I open-graded asphaltic concrete
(OGAC).
In addition, TNM includes noise

emissions.
To document input, TNM plots its
input graphics and the following input
tables: roadways, traffic for TNM vehicles, traffic for user-defined vehicles,
receivers, barriers, building rows, terrain
lines, ground zones, tree zones, contour
zones, receiver adjustment factors,structure barriers, and barriers with
important reflections.
Calculation and sound propagation.
TNM propagates sound energy, in onethird-octave bands, between roadways
and receivers. Sound propagation takes
the following factors into account:
I divergence
U atmospheric absorption
I intervening ground: its acoustical
characteristics and its topography
(continued next page)
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RESULTS: SOUND LEVELS
PROJECT:
RUN:
BARRIER DESIGN:

FHWA
G:~R0JECS~9276~DDEVLMT~USERSMAN\TNM.RUNS\TRB_DEN
INPUT HEIGHTS
Average pavement type shallbe used unless
a State hIghway agency Sub*tantiate~the use

ATMOSPHERICS:
Receiver
Name

20 dog
No.

C, 70% RH

#DUS

Existing
LMqlh

dBA
Receivem20
Dwell,ng Units

All Selected
All Impacted
AlIIhatmeetNRGoal

20

3
H BUS

of a dIfferenttype with approval of FHWA.
No BarrIer
LAeqlh
Calculated GrIm

tIBA
55.01

Noise Reduction
Mm
Avg
dB
dO
3
15.5
3
15.5
3
15.5

cIBA
66.5

With Barrier
Calculated NoIse Reduction
LAoqlh
Calculated Goal

Increase over existing jType
Calculated j Crlt~i~Impact

dB
66

::1 Inc
11.51

lOlBoth

I

dBA

dB
51.0J

Calculated

dB

~-5l

8~

Max
dB
15.5
15.5
15.5

15.5
15.5
15.5

Fig. 5 Results Table: Sound Levels
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(continued from page

design. During calculation,
TNM perturbs intervening barriers up
and down from their input height, to calculate simultaneously for many possible
heights. Then during barrier design of
selected barriers, combined with
selected receivers, TNM dynamically
displays sound-level results for any com-
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cost/benefit information), and barrier
segment descriptions.
Figures 5 through 7 show portions of
these three tables. Each of these tables is
dynamically linked to TNM’s barrierdesign perspective, so that tabulated
results change dynamically as the user
increments barrier-segment heights up
and down.
TNM computes three measures of
highway traffic noise:
I LAeql ~: hourly A-weighted
equivalent sound level
I Ldn: day-night average sound level
U Lden: Community Noise Exposure

Barrier

~ intervening barriers: walls, berms,
and their combination including
multiple barriers in sequence
--

U intervening rows of buildings

U intervening areas of dense trees and
undergrowth.
TNM computes the effect of interven-

ing ground (defined by its type, or
optionally by its flow resistivity) with
theory-based acoustics that have been
calibrated against field measurements. In
addition, TNM allows sound to propagate underneath selected intervening
roadways and barriers, rather than being
shielded by them. TNM also computes
single reflections from vertical wall bar-

riers, with user-chosen Noise Reduction
Coefficients.

bination of height perturbations as the
user increments barrier-segment heights
up and down.
TNM also contains an input-height
check, to determine if noise barriers
break the lines-of-sight between sources
and receivers.
Results. TNM produces the following
results tables: sound levels, diagnosis by
barrier segment, diagnosis by vehicle
type, barrier descriptions (including

Level, where “den” stands for
day/evening/night.
TNM computes these three noise mea-

sures at user-defined receiver locations.

18 March 1996
TNM Beta 1.0

HMMH Inc.

GrantS. Anderson
RESULTS: BARRIER DESCRIPTIONS
PROJECT:
RUN:
BARRIER DESIGN:

FHWA
G:\PROJECTS\292760\D_DEVLMT\USERSMA~TNM_RUNS\TRB_DEMQ
INPUT HEIGHTS

Barriers
Name

I Type
~

Barner2

—
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Mm
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m

m

m
6.00

W
—

m
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6.00
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Total Cost

—
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Fig. 6 Results Table: Barrier Descriptions
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RESULTS: BARRIER-SEGMENT DESCRIPTIONS

PROJECT:
RUN:
BARRIER DESIGN:

FHWA
G:\PROJECTS~9276ODEVLMTtUSERSMAN\TNM..RUNS\TRB.DE
INPUT HEIGHTS

Barriers
Name

~Type

Barrier2

W

—
—
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m
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point5
pointli
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1
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point7

4
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pointl3
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6
7
8
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Length
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Point
m
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6.00
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6.00
6.00

6.00
6.00

m
6.00
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6.00
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6.00
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Fig. 7 Results Table: Barrier-Segment Descriptions
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If Berm
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Volume
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19
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45
45
44
44

6.00
6.00
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~

._~.o

~IJ
~j~ijij

In addition, it computes three types of
contours:
U sound-level contours
~ insertion-loss contours for noise

barriers
I level-difference contours between
any two noise-barrier designs.
Parallel-barrier degradation. For
selected cross sections, TNM also computes the effect of multiple reflections
between parallel barriers or retaining
walls that flank a roadway. The resulting
parallel-barrier degradations can be
entered as adjustment factors for individual receivers in TNM’s full set of calculations.
To document parallel-barrier input
and results, TNM produces the following parallel-barrier tables: roadways for
TNM vehicles, roadways for userdefined vehicles, cross section, and
analysis locations (including results). I

Note: For those
you who
would like some extremely detailed information on the development of the reference energy
mean emission levels used in
the TNM, a 428-page document has recently been made
available through the National
Technical Information Service,
Springfield, VA 22161. The
agency report number is
FHWA-PD-96-008.
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all input on spreadsheets. Predictions

The title of the report is:

Development of National
Reference Energy Mean
Emission Levels for the
FHWA Traffic Noise Model
(FHWA TNM®), Versio 1

include contour maps and rank
ordering of noise sources.
Also available are dB box for fast
computing in acoustics, including SIC,
TL and lIC. And d8ray for modeling acoustical paths in rooms. All
operate on IBM compatibles.
Be time- and value-conscious.

Call today.
If you need assistance in ordering this document, please contact Cynthia Lee at the Volpe
Center, telephone 617 4942372 r
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SCANTEK INC.
916 Gist Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Tel: (301) 495-7738 . FAX -7739

-

There are castles and there are sound walls.
We build attractive, economical, functional, extremely durable soundwalls for a fraction of
the cost of castles. Call us and we’ll tell you how to fit one of our walls to your needs and
to your budget. We’ll also tell you how utilization of silica fume admixtures and the latest
generation of waterproofing agents make the faddis Noise Barrier
systems truly a product you could build and forget. Much like the
ancient castles, these sound walls will stand the test of time.
CONCRETE PRODUCTS

FADDIS

Faddis Concrete Products 3515 Kings Highway, Downingtown, PA 19335 ~ Phone (800)269-4685- FAX (610)873-8431
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Absorptive vs. Reflective Costs of Noise Barriers
A Tempest in a Teapot
By Boone Bucher

R~O1

What is the additional cost of a sound
absorptive barrier versus a reflective
barrier? That is the question!
The answer is NONE, to NOMINAL.
Our absorptive material, SoundTrap®,
is a highly sound absorptive intercellular structured cementitious product that
costs between $1.25 and $1.50/ft2
when integrated with the wall structure. The cost to gain absorptive quali-

ties is at most, nominal.
There, the lid is off the teapot.
Furthermore, if an efficient precast wall
design is used that eliminates steel
posts, the cost can actually be the same
or at least extremely competitive to the
basic reflective wall.
Absorptive walls have been delivered
to the installation site for under $8.! ft2
to over $28/ft2. These prices are based

on design, ultimate height (as high as
35 feet), geographical location, soil
conditions, varied wall lengths and a
multitude of other criteria that are
unique to each project. Generalizing

rience that there is NOT a heavy premium associated with the cost to provide the elimination of sound reflection, thereby providing the most
efficient use of taxpayers dollars.

leading, as the installation can become
quite costly, (& perhaps that’s where all
the margin is for the contractor).

0. Boone Bucher

Nevertheless, there was a project
recently won by a CSI licensee using
the SoundTrap material for in excess of
250,000 ft2 at under $8,Ift2. There is
another relatively smaller SoundTrap
project that falls more under the architectural category priced under $14!ft2.
Conversely, we are aware of reflective
walls that the Department of Transportation recently paid $32,/ft2.

Phone: 512 327-8481

on price/ft2 of a barrier can be very mis-

Concrete Solutions, Inc.
Licensor of SoundTrap®
Austin, Texas
Fax: 512 327-5111

Sound absorptive barriers are available
at a reasonable cost and it is our expe-

JJJ CARSONITE

LeacIL’ig The Way Through /nnovatk7n Presents

~ SQUND

-.

SQWFK~NTM
The Carsonite Sound Barrier System (SBS), made from a
glass reinforced composite filled with recycled tire crumb offers
a complete solution to your environmental problems. By
reducing both noise and waste materials Carsonite becomes
an environmentally sound solution.

* STRUCTURE MOUNTED

* EASILY INSTALL~D

* UTILIZES SCRAP TIRES

* GRAFFITI RESISTANT

Meets and exceeds the guidelines set for sound
transmission coefficient, noise reduction, and wind
load requirements by AASHTO and State Departments.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

1~8OO-648-7916
CARS0NITE

Photo features one of Carsonites newest completed projects in
Las Vegas, Nevada on -15 southbound at the Sahara Blvd. exit.

~D
~995Carso4lite
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International
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INTERNATIONAL

10 Bob

Gifford

Blvd

AD Riohts Reserved

PC Box 98’ Early Branch Sc 29916-0098
FAX (803) 943-3375
30-TWJO1
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More commentary on the high NRC
By Richard j. Peppin

March 19, 1996
Editor
The Wall journal
Mr. McNair is right. The ASTM C423
test method is not for barriers. But neither is ASTM C384 or one Mr. McNair
forgot, ASTM El 050.
He’s right because the high sound
absorption coefficient (SAC) is not only
a function of the “surface sound” but
also because the diffraction around the
specimen edges, coupled with an
increase in unaccounted for specimen
area due to finite thickness, contributes
most to a high SAC. The NRC >1.0 is
just a consequence of this.
But there is no evidence showing highway barriers are subject to known
amounts of diffuse- or normal-incidence sounds. In fact, intuition suggests

ll~7~om1~
neither. Moreover, the above tests do
not simulate insitu tests for ceiling tiles,
functional absorbers, anechoic wedges

or almost anything else.
The result? Take all sound absorption
data with a grain of salt. As an assessor
for NIST’s NVLAP*, I have seen lab data
that are impossible and manipulated to
get high results. This, coupled with the
non correlation between lab and field
situations, makes any chance of accurate use of data slim to none.
Richard j. Peppin, P.E.
Larson Davis Labs
Rockville, Maryland
Phone: 301 770-3863
Fax: 301 770-3979
*NIST (National Institute for Standards and
Technology)
NVLAP (National Voluntary Laboratory

Accreditation Program)

CLAY WARNER
REPRESENTATiVE
GREEN WALL SYSTEMS, N.A.
69 OAKBROOK PARKWAY

NORCROSS, GEORGIA 30093
TEL 770-840-7060
FAX 770-840-7069
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Another Response to “To Absorb or not to Absorb”
By Edward P. McNair
L~’~omj

In his opinion article, “To Absorb or
Not to Absorb”, Rudy Hendriks states
that “The widely accepted threshold of
human perception of change of traffic
noise is 3dB”. Actually 3dB was a figure that was determined by a committee; specifically, the Operating Subcommittee on Roadway Design in a
1974 American Association of State
Highway Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) publication. Because it was
determined by a committee doesn’t
mean that the 3dB figure isn’t reasonable; just that it isn’t infallible.
Rudy states that at a sufficient distance,
the single reflection from a reflective
noise barrier across a highway will
cause the total noise to be 3dB higher
than the direct noise by itself (if the barrier is large enough). The same thing is
true with parallel barriers; that is, the
single reflection from the far barrier will
add 3dB to the noise level at a sufficient

distance from the highway. Parallel
barriers are built where noise sensitive
areas exist on both sides of the highway, so single reflections can cause a

3dB degradation in parts of both noise
sensitive areas. This won’t justify an
additional expenditure if the absolute
noise levels at those distances are
below the established criteria, but it
may be a source of public criticism
about the parallel barrier performance.
Another opinion of 3dB was given by
an official of the Port Authority of New
York and New jersey in an October 9,
1994 article on air traffic noise in the
Newark Star Ledger.

He referred to

3dB as the “flashpoint” because the
Authority found that many people in
New jersey

mum increase from a single reflection.
Decibels are actually common logarithms so the statement, that the combination of two noises cannot be more
than 3dB higher (double) the greater
noise, is a mathematical fact, not
acoustical theory. Although Rudy has
concluded that cases where total noise
(i.e. barrier insertion loss degradation,
or BILD) increases up to 5dB are fairly
rare, a correlation of that mathematical
fact is that whenever BILD is greater
than 3dB, then the reflected noise is
louder than the direct noise.
Edward

P. McNair

59 Chimney Ridge Drive
Morristown, NJ 07960

had complained about

changes of that magnitude.
Rudy points out that 3dB represents
doubling the sound energy, the maxi-

By COR TEC

Sound

Off” Offers You:

• Outstanding Noise Protection (Exceeds all STC and Perfor-

mance Based Specifications).
+ Light Weight, making it ideal for use over bridges (Under 5
pounds per square foot).
+ Simple and Easy to Install (50 square feel/man hour of labor).

+ Graffiti Resistant, Maintenance Free Surface Finish.
+ 20 Year Warranty Against Surface Color Fading
+ 25+ Years of Experience Making Panels for the Transportation
Industry.
20

For More Information or a Price Quote,
Contact COP TEC’s Customer Service at
1 -800-879-4377

COR TEC COMPANY
2351 Kenskijl Avenue

Washington Court House, Ohio 43160
Fax 614-335-4843
Sound Off’ is a registered trademark ofDyrotech Industries.
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The Real Problem with NRC

I~0%omJ1

By David A. Collings PE
situations”. The example given is
for sound absorbing material in a small
enclosed space such as inside a
machine. Not exactly applicable here!

comment. While I agree with his conclusion that simply measuring normal
incidence absorption in an impedance
tube (ASTM C 384 method) is good
enough to establish the properties of an
absorptive barrier, I disagree with some
of his logic. In the first place, ground
waves are the result of reflections and

Nevertheless, for comparing sound

absorbing barriers, the important measure of performance should relate to
the absorption of the direct sound field
since the conditions are a long way
from those of a reverberant chamber.
An impedance tube measurement of
normal incidence sound absorption is
quite appropriate in this case but the
test limitations should be understood.
The upper frequency for this method is
determined by the diameter of the tube
(A 3 inch diameter tube has an upper
limit of approximately 2,500 Hz).
Larger specimens are limited to proportional ly lower frequencies. Absorption
coefficients are reported at each of the
measured frequencies and a single
number rating is not normally reported
under this procedure.
In my opinion, the use of a single

wave interference and are not really
relevant to the issue of absorption. It is

true that diffraction effects account in
part for the high coefficients measured
in a reverberant test chamber, but specimen mounting and edge effects are
often significant and can result in misleading results for some types of
absorptive panels.

The quote from ASTM standard C 384
that “normal sound absorption coefficients are more useful than random
incidence coefficients...” should have

been followed by the words “....in cer-

a’
-

number rating such as NRC that averages sound absorption coefficients over
a range of frequencies has never been
appropriate to this application. Barriers
are less effective at low frequencies and
any further degradation due to reflection of low frequency noise from parallel walls or buildings can be critical.
The specification of realistic normal

tam

Mr. McNair’s opinion in the jan/Feb
issue regarding the correct standard for
sound absorption rating deserves some

incidence

sound absorption

coeffi-

cients at frequencies of say 125, 250,
500 and 1,000 Hz seems to be entirely
appropriate for absorptive barriers and
would remove much of the confusion
that presently surrounds the use of a
single number rating.

David A. Collings PE
Vice President

Research and Development
Industrial Acoustics Company, Inc.
Bronx, New York
Phone: 718 931-8000
Fax: 718 863-1138
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“We Build Walls”
SPECIALISTS IN DESIGN/BUILD

~et!sre~~
million ~quarcfeet
of ~sallsturni~hedand
installed, usi,
of diibrent
are ~ite—spe
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JIE, INC is a specialty contractor.

Our only

I usiness is to provide and install wall systems.

I

And our mission is simple: to continually set
the standards of performance in an emerging
industry. Our methods are dear...we use our
technical and operational resources to provide
our clients with an economic advat tage along
with a level of service unmatched in the wall
industry.
____

a: us

-—

we

..

~

business

I

L

.——.—

—

I~le.NATIONAL

10109 Giles Run Road
lorton, VA 22079
Tel 703 550-0600 Fax 703 550-0601
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The Walrus says: “1TZe~’re’sa Li of
2
usefu/thforma/ion i½/1 e /acI~issues of

.71cc

Z&a/f ~ournaf

I reaJ zn/ne

i~e/weennaps wlenever /IJa/ pesXy

Il/ice feaoes me a/one. ~dou sA’ou/c/
./aue a cozn.pfe/e se/in your /i.6~rary”.
Some of the good stuff you might want to
read again, now and then:
Noise Barrier Construction Forecast
Summaries of Professional Papers
Noise Barrier Project Reports

Fundamentals of Sound
New Product Press Releases
TRB Al F04 Committee Meetings
State DOT Noise Barrier Programs
FHWA Noise Model Updates
Noise Abatement in Other Countries
Airport Noise Control
Construction Trends in Noise Barriers
Product Approval Process
FHWA History of Barrier Construction
Materials Test Standards

Back Issues from No. 1 to present are
The Wall journal, P.O. Box 1389
Lehigh Acres, FL 33970-1 389

PICK~TT’S Patented WALES

First in Design Since ‘69
1. First free-standing wall with rotatable & vertically adjustable joints FANWALL
2. Capability for three-dimensional designs and textures for concrete block facings
-

3. Atomic power plant radiation shield, 24” thick panels, demountable for
strip-down maintenance
4. Universal connector for all vertical rotary joints including full height panels
5. Rail transit barrier - low height, noise-absorptive & emergency evacuation
capability for passengers
6. Bullet-resistant transparent noise barrier - VU-Wall
7. Combined post and shallow depth, free-standing barrier
8. Rotary step-joint panel with concealed fastener - I-IINCEW,4LL

monowaflTM
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Cor Tec Company
Hazel Crest, Illinois

20

DURISOL International Corp.
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

11

EVERGREEN
Norcross, Georgia

19

Faddis Concrete Products

17

Fosroc Inc.
Georgetown, Kentucky

2

Hoover Treated Wood Prod., Inc.
Thomson, Georgia

6

lndustrial Acoustics Co., Inc.
Bronx, New York

13

JTE Inc.

21

Lorton, Virginia

Pickett Wall Systems, Inc.
Hollywood, Florida

22

The Reinforced Earth Co.
Vienna, Virginia

11

SCANTEK Inc.

monowaft

One Crane Pass

—

SOU NDTRAP
Austin, Texas

9,17

4

from Delivery Truck to Final Wall Position

Integrated post and panel module with rotatable joint

—

Design accommodates grades, grade changes, alignment changes
Module makes either free-standing or pier supported barriers, OR

Cost effectively can intermix both as site conditions require or permit
Stackable wide panels or full height monolithic panels
For monowall video, engineering drawings and recap of Features and Benefits:

Pickett Wall Systems, Inc.
4028 North Ocean Drive, Hollywood, Florida
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Carsonite International
Carson City, Nevada

Silver Spring, Maryland

and NOW:

9.
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Nashville, Tennessee

Downington, Pennsylvania

available at $3.00 each. Send check to

Rail Transit Noise Control
And a Bunch More

Bow

Tel. 954 927-1529
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Birdsboro, PA
University of Louisville

Louisville, Kentucky
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For Federal, State and Local Government Officials,

Government Associations, Universities and Libraries
Only you are entitled to a free subscription to The Wall journal.
just provide us with a subscription request on your letterhead and mail it to:
The Wall Journal, RO. Box 1389, Lehigh Acres, FE. 33970-1 389
Please don’t telephone it to us. If you have already registered, just ignore this —‘

i

ReaderSubscription
For U.S. Consultants, Contractors, Manufacturers,
Equipment Vendors and Others in the Private Sector
Please ~ begin! ~ renew my subscription to The Wall Journal.
Subscriptions are for a one-year period (six hi-monthly issues)
Single Copy Subscription (USA)

~ 1 Year, $20.00

Corporate Subscription (5 copies each issue, one address) ~ 1 Year, $56.00
Please order your subscription on your letterhead,

The nice thing about being
a registered reader of The
WaIl Journal is that you can
also be a writer. We won’t
charge you a dime for publishing your articles. Look
at all the people who got
into this issue. And, we
have international readership. You will be famous.

enclose your check for the appropriate amount, and mail to:

~

Ladies are most welcome.

Don’t Be a
Stranger!

1~

Structure Mounted

Noise Walls
• The problem-solving
design solution for
transportation officials

and communities.

Register

• Light weight barriers
facilitate unprecedented convenience
and time efficiency.

or
Subscribe

• Integral safety rigging
protect communities
and traffic.

NOW!

For More Information
Call 1-800-321-6275

(tt”s the law)
FAX: (215) 385-7524
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What you’ve been waiting for!
& A~sOCIA
I
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The new Traffic Noise Modeling
Short Course

What’s new and why you should attend

--

This carefully crafted, hands-on course is a must for
current STAMINA and OPTIMA users.

‘~

* The Fl-/WA ‘s new Traffic Noise Model (TNM) software, to be
phased in over the coming year, will be the required method for
traffic noise analysis and barrier design.

~

Don’t lose valuable

time trying to learn the many

features of this complicated software on your own.

* TNM represents an entirely new set of acoustic algorithms for
noise emission, propagation & attenuation. This complex software
includes many different features over past models.

More importantly, learn the best work flow - how to
use TNM’s extensive capabilities to do the job right.
‘~

Every student will work at their own high-powered PC,
through group exercises & real-world case studies.
‘~

* Comments from recent offerings of our “Advanced Traffic
Noise Modeling” course:

* Four course dates to choose from, all in Nashville, TN:

Taught by Drs. William Bowlby and Roger L. Wayson,
with over 40 years combined experience in traffic noise
analysis and teaching.
‘~

“My high expectations were all exceeded” Thomas Wholley, VHB. Inc.
“Put together extremely well,” Rob Kolmansberger, Skelly & Loy, Inc.
“Excellent course, very knowledgeable presenters” Don Good, FianderGood

‘~

Learn with the best. We’ve trained hundreds of
& analysts across the U.S., Canada and abroad.

engineers

July 15-19. July 29-Aug. 2, Aug. 5-9 & Aug. 12-16, 1996

There is a huge demand for training in this entirely new way of working.
Space is limited these courses will fill quickly. Reserve soon.
--

call us at Bowiby & Associates, Inc., Two Maryland Farms, Suite 130, Brentwood, Tennessee 37027
Phone: (615) 661-S538, Fax: (615) 661-S91 8, e-mail: bowlby@vuse.vanderbilt.edu, wayson@pegasus.ucf.edu
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